Welcome to worship
Sunday 26th June 2022
Third Sunday after Pentecost
8.00am
9.30am
10.30am

W

Said Eucharist
Choral Eucharist (with the St Paul’s Choir)
Midweek Eucharist on every Wednesday
ELCOME TO ST

PAUL’S. We are glad that you have come to worship
God with us today. If you are a visitor from another parish, or
worshipping with us for the first time, please introduce yourself to
our parish priest, Fr James Collins, or to anyone wearing a name badge.
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Things you may
First Aid
First aid kits are located on the wall of
the kitchen in the Large Hall behind
the church and in the choir vestry.
I am
who I

People needing wheelchair access can
enter St Paul’s most conveniently by the
south door.

Switch it to silent !

Name badges

Name badges help make St Paul’s an
inclusive community. If you need a new
name badge, fill in the form inside the
pew sheet, send it to the parish office,
and one will be made and left in church
for you.

Toilets
Toilets are available at the entrance to
the parish hall, which is located behind
the church.

??

Getting inside

Still got questions?

Please turn your mobile phone off or on
to silent before the service starts. It’ll
save you much embarrassment later on.

Children are
welcome
at St Paul’s
Children are welcome in church at any
service. There is a selection of
children’s books and toys at the back of
the church near the font and there are
also kids’ activity sheets and pencils
available at the back of the church
where the pew sheets and prayer books
are.

Children’s Church runs during Term
Ask a member of the clergy or anyone Time. Meet at the back of the church at
who’s wearing a name badge. We’re the beginning of the 9.30am Eucharist.
here to help.
Please feel free to bring your children to

In case we
need to evacuate
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the altar rail to receive a blessing, or to
receive Communion if they have been
admitted to the sacrament.

As you take your place in your pew,
Photos
please make yourself aware of the route
to the nearest emergency exit. Should Please do not take photos
there be a fire, leave quickly, turn right, inside the church or during the services
and assemble by the roundabout on of worship without permission.
Burwood Road.

Acknowledgement of the Wangal people of the Eora
Nation
We acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land upon which we
meet, the Wangal People of the Eora Nation, and pay our respects to
their elders, past, present, and emerging; and we pray that God will
unite us all in the knowledge of his Son, in whom all things were created,
in heaven and on earth.

Welcome! We are glad that you have found us!
We affirm that through God’s redeeming love for all, we are one in
Christ. We respect the inherent and valuable contributions each
member makes to the Body of Christ. We celebrate our diversity and
recognize the sacred worth and dignity of all persons of any age,
gender, gender identity, gender expression, race, ethnic origin,
economic reality, family status, sexual orientation, diverse ability, or
social status. We believe that through Christ we are being included and
welcomed by God and one another. As we journey towards inclusion,
we proclaim this welcome to all God’s people, especially to those who
have known the pain of exclusion and discrimination within the church,
affirming that no one is excluded or condemned. We invite all persons
to journey with us as we discover the call of God on our lives through
the ministries of St. Paul’s Anglican Church, Burwood. To that end,
St. Paul’s Anglican Church commits to the welcome and inclusion of all
persons as children of God and declares itself to be a welcoming
community of faith.

Bible Readings
for Today
2 Kings 2.1-2,6-14
Ps 77.1-2,11-20
Galatians 5.1, 13-25
Luke 9.51-62

Year C

The First Reading
The Psalm
The Epistle
The Gospel

Bible Readings
for next Sunday
2 Kings 5.1-14
Ps 30
Galatians 6.(1-6) 7-18
Luke 10.1-12 (13-16) 17-24
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Everyone is invited to join us at Communion
There is a wide diversity in how Anglicans prefer to receive the bread
and wine at Holy Communion; some stand, others kneel, most receive the
wafer in the hand, a few wish to have it put on the tongue. Most like to
guide the Chalice to their lips, others like to take it into their hands,
while others prefer not to touch it at all. None of these variations really
matter but simply reflect Anglican diversity.
For health reasons and out of concern for other worshippers, we ask you
not to dip your bread into the wine. If you are uncomfortable receiving
from the Common Cup the practice in our Parish is to receive the bread
only.
Judging by the number of people who do it, many must imagine that not
receiving the Chalice to the lips but dipping the wafer or bread
into the cup (called intinction) is a more hygienic way of receiving the
Sacrament. Nothing could be further from the truth.
Apart from the obvious fact that the wine they are dipping into has
already been in contact with the lips of others, with all the best
intentions in the world, the fingers of those who dip often come in contact
with the wine. Disease can spread more easily through the hands than
through the lips, making this method the most unhygienic. In addition,
the Prayer Book directs that all consecrated wine must be consumed
before it leaves the Church, meaning that someone, usually the Chalice
Assistant or the Celebrant, has to drink the left-over wine that has had
multiple contacts with hands.
In order to protect others it is perhaps understandable to want to dip if
one has sore lips or has a cold, but the consensus of the Church is that
taking only the bread is fully participating in Communion.
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News from St Paul’s …
Welcome to St Paul’s!
My Dear Friends,
We are very glad to be able to
welcome you to worship with us at
St Paul’s.
The following services will be
offered:
•

Sunday 8:00am Said Eucharist

•

Sunday 9:30am Choral
Eucharist with choir

•

Wednesday 10:30am mid-week
Eucharist



QR check-in are no longer
required at places of worship.

The Greeting of Peace will
continue as a reverent bow to those
one is seated close to. Communion
will be administered at the
communion rail and directions will be
provided in the order of service.
Everyone is welcome to come to our
Morning tea. You no longer need to
sign-in. We will still observe all
relevant hygiene protocols .
As the situation changes with
reference to the government’s
directives, we will review matters at
that point in time.

People are quite free to decide not to
attend Church or any event if they do
not feel comfortable doing so. All risk I am truly grateful to all those who,
management procedures will be
over the past months, have helped us
scrupulously attended to.
to remain connected to God and to
From Saturday 18th of February 2022, each other through this
pandemic. Thank you for your
singing and dancing is permitted.
loving Service of God and of God’s
The following rules also applies:
people at St Paul’s and beyond.


Density limits no longer apply



Anyone can attend a wedding,
funeral or place of worship.





You are not required to be fully
vaccinated or show proof of your
vaccination status.

I hold you and our community,
nation, and world in my prayers.
May God’s peace sustain and
surround you at this time.
Fr James

Face masks are no longer
required for indoor premises.
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Flowers as a Memorial
Decorating our church with flowers is
one way to remember a loved one or in
thanksgiving for a special event. If you
would like to give flowers in memory of
a loved one, or as an offering of
thanksgiving please contact Judith
Laurence the week prior to the date
at judealaurence@gmail.com or on
0438041726 and contact Caroline in the
parish office at
office@stpaulsbuwood.org.au
to arrange the wording of the memorial notice in the pew bulletin.

Winter Fundraiser
The seasonal fundraiser lunch is on today, Sunday 26th June in the small
hall after the 9.30am service at 11.45am. It will be Soup/Slice. The
tickets will be $12 on the day. These will be available from Andrew
Connolly after the 8am service or Pam after the 9.30am service.
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urwood

ommunity

hoir

@ St Paul’s
The Burwood Community Choir was formed
in the latter part of 2019. The Choir is open
to anyone and everyone who wants to join
with others in song. You do not have to have
any special musical expertise; just love to
sing.
There are no auditions for the choir and no
membership fees. If people are able to make
a donation to help with expenses then that is
most acceptable but it is not a requirement
for participation in the choir.
The choir rehearses in the main hall at the back of St Paul’s Anglican Church located at
205-207 Burwood Rd, Burwood. We meet during school term times. In 2022,
rehearsals will be on Tuesdays from 5.30-6.30pm. Our Music Director and Conductor is
Mrs Karen Carey. If you can’t have fun with Karen at the helm, you just can’t have fun!
During rehearsals we do some warm-up exercises and learn a variety of songs that will
become a program for a performance at the end of the school term. In spite of COVID, we
have managed to deliver two performances (2019 and 2020) and lead a rousing evening
of favourite Christmas Carols with full audience participation at the end of 2021.
St Paul’s provides help and support for the organisation and running of the choir.
Donations from audiences at our performances help to support the St Paul’s “Pantry”
which provides groceries and food items to those experiencing hardship in our
community. So you are not only singing for fun but helping those in need at the same
time.
BCC started 2022 rehearsals on 15 March 2022. If you want a little “taste” of our efforts we
are on You Tube – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNlAyo-ToQ0 https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RW-sUdXWCY
Come and join us in song and friendship. We are looking forward to meeting you.
If you need further information email Barbara Stone (Choir Director).
barbarastoneam@gmail.com
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Trading Table
The Trading Table made $95.40 includes sale of the Epistle) last Sunday.
There is still some of the last Epistle (Lent to Easter) available, in case you
missed out, for the very reasonable price of $7.
We look forward to serving you with our jams/chutneys (see below for the
varieties), plants etc.
Butters
Lime & Passionfruit, Lime, Lemon
Chutneys/Pickles
Pawpaw Chutney, Green Pawpaw Chutney, Crab Apple Sauce, Pear & Apple
Chutney, Choko Chutney
Jams
Golden Passionfruit Jam/Sauce, Cherry Guava Jelly, Crab Apple Jelly, Choko &
Ginger Jam, Quince &Apple Jam/Sauce, Peach Liqueur Jam, Spiced Nectarine
Jam, Spiced Peach & Nectarine Jam, Chunky Fig & Vanilla Jam, Spiced Fig &
Apple Jam, Pineapple Jam, PawPaw, Pineapple and Ginger Jam, Guava Jam,
Guava and Ginger Jam
Marmalades
Mandarin, Lime, Mojito Lime, Lemon, Meyer Lemon, Orange, Orange & Rum &
Raisin, Orange & Rum, Orange, Coriander & Ginger, Orange & Lemon, Lemon
& Ginger. Orange, Orange & Passion fruit Jelly, Citrus (various combinations
of citrus fruit), Grapefruit, Chai Spiced Grapefruit
Plants
The plants are going into hibernation as the weather gets colder.
Books, DVD’s & CD’s available at $1 each, check out some new ones that have
been added.
There are some EPSON computer inks available in various colours. Cyan TO492,
Yellow TO494, light Magenta TO496, Magenta TO493, and Light Cyan To 495.
Also Canon Black BC-)1, BJ cartridge. Do you have a printer that could use these?

Thank you for your support
Pam Brock
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Fire Protection System in
the Church
St. Paul’s has been awarded a NSW
Heritage grant of $41,000.00 to help
meet half of the cost of a state of the
art fire protection system in the
Church.

Please contact Pam for more details or
place a donation in an envelope and
label with National Trust donation and
include your name for your receipt
and an address to post it to. Thank you.

We are seeking to ensure that the
entire precinct (that is, the Church,
the Rectory, the Hall, and the grounds)
We need to raise the other $41,000.00 is refurbished and maintained to the
highest standard and your help is
to match this grant to ensure that St.
Paul’s is protected from any risk of fire. greatly appreciated. Thank you.
This state of the art system includes
fire brigade monitoring that will not
be set off by candles burning and
using incense in our Services.
Donations can be made to the
National Trust Account which are tax
deductable.

Cheques can be made out to:
National Trust of Australia (NSW)
St Paul’s Anglican Church Burwood
Or
Direct Credit to the above name with
bank account details:
Westpac

BSB: 032-044
Account number: 742 926
Branch: 275 George Street, Sydney
NSW

Requests for Prayer
Praying for the needs of our world and
its people is both a responsibility and
a privilege. In our services on
Wednesday and Sunday we pray by
name for those who have asked for our
prayers.

If you would like us to pray for yourself
or a friend or loved one we now have a
book at the back of the church where
names can be added to our parish
prayer list. Please ask the welcomers if
you cannot see where it is. The page
will be turned and the list will be
completely renewed every three
months, beginning June, Sept, Dec,
March.
Likewise, let us know when someone's
name should be removed or placed in
the faithful departed.
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represented, NSW, ACT, South
Australia & South Australia. There
th
The long weekend 10 -13 June 2022 were also scratch teams that competwas the annual festival of ANZAB
ed just for the experience. NSW were
(Australian & New Zealand Associathe winners with 98%. The 6 ringers
tion of Bellringers) and was held in
came from different Sydney towers
Sydney. It was 60 years ago ANZAB
and one was from Burwood. There was
was established and it started in
general ringing from 4 – 5pm before
Sydney on the June long weekend.
the Ringer’s service. The preacher, Fr
Burwood was very much involved. Fri- Colin Blayney was the parish priest
from Lindfield/Killara Roman Cathoday, there were two quarter peals
both of which were successful. Sunday lic parish and is also a ringer. This
was followed by a catered supper in
afternoon from 2 - 4 pm the annual
striking competition took place. This the hall for nearly 80 people. A lot of
is an interstate competition. It was a 6 hard work, but well worth it for the
great success it was.
bell competition and 4 states were

ANZAB weekend report

Give Me Grace Lord

- By Deborah Ann
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Give me grace Lord,

Give me grace Lord,

when all is going right

when I’m happy as a lark

give me more of it . . .

give me more of it . . . .

when up against a fight.

when all is looking dark.

Give me grace Lord,

Give me grace Lord,

when the sunshine is out

when I am sitting pretty

give me more of it . . .

give me more of it . . .

when there’s clouds of doubt.

when life becomes gritty.

Give me grace Lord,

Give me grace Lord,

when it’s time to sing

ample and sufficient

give me more of it . . .

for I know it will be . . .

when life begins to sting.

perfect and efficient!

For General & Offertory

Donations
please use this account
details:
Account Name: St Pauls Anglican
Church
BSB:

032 062

Account #:

250028

For Parish Pantry

Offertory Collection given at St Paul’s this
week and other donations:
≈ Offertory: $1868.90
≈ Parish Pantry: $270
≈ National Trust Acct Donation: $10
≈ Trading Table:$500
TOTAL OF GIVING:$2648.90
Thank you for responding to God’s
generous love.

AND For Community Choir
Donations
please use this account
details:
Account Name: Parish Pantry
BSB:

032 062

Account #:

812238

Please clearly mark whether it is for
the Parish Pantry or the
Community Choir.

Official Logo for NSW Volunteer Referral Service
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Donations and Bequests
Over the years the parish has benefited from the generosity of
parishioners, not only when they have been active members of the
parish, but also at the time of their death. Parishioners are invited to
remember the parish in their wills by making a bequest as a thank
offering to God and to ensure that generations to come will enjoy
worship and fellowship in well maintained buildings.
Those wishing to make a bequest are invited to do so using these
or a similar form of words: " I bequeath the sum of $............
to the Rector and Wardens of the Anglican parish of St Paul, Burwood, to
be used at their absolute discretion for the charitable purposes of the
parish."

Donations with Tax Deductibility - National Trust
Account
If you would like to make a donation to the Parish for the upkeep and
maintenance of the Heritage building it can be done through the
National Trust.
Cheques can be made out to:
National Trust of Australia (NSW) St Paul’s Anglican Church Burwood
Or
Direct Credit to the above name with bank account details: Westpac
BSB: 032-044
Account number: 742 926
Branch: 275 George Street Sydney NSW
Please contact Pam for more details or place a donation in an
envelope and label with National Trust donation and include your name
for your receipt and an address to post it to. Thank you.
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Tuesday Lunchtime Recital 21st June, 2022
Lockdowns disrupted the lives of
everyone, including cancellations of
our Recitals. After a two year wait, it
was a great pleasure to welcome back
the musicians from MLC School,
Burwood. It is wonderful to have the
support of their Principal, Ms Lisa
Moloney, in giving us the benefit of
hearing their wonderful talent.
This program was organised by Head
of Keyboard, and the accompanist for
the girls, Ms Laura McDonald. The
program ranged from the Classical
period with a Haydn String Quartet,
the Romantic Elegy by Bottesini for
solo double bass to a commissioned work by Australian composer Tristan
Coelho, Gothic carousel for viola, ‘cello, double bass and piano.
The girls’ playing was beautifully phrased and musical, full of
confidence and poise. Violin, viola ‘cello and alto saxophone solos
added elegance and dynamism to the program. Ms McDonald was a
sensitive accompanist, creating a fine ensemble with each soloist.
The Assistant Director of Music, Ms Elizabeth Gilberthorpe, was a great
help in stage managing.
A wonderful sound filled the
Church; the girls were very
keen to share how much they
loved playing in our Church. We
very much enjoyed the music
they presented.
Sheryl Southwood OAM
Recital Covenor
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PARISH PANTRY
Parish Pantry is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays from
9.30am-11.30am.
With no more hampers from Oz Harvest, the current cost of
living and food shortages, we now are spending in excess of
$500 per week.
Hands & Feet supply us with fruit and vegertables. But this
costs us $200 per week. Our thanks to the Community Choir
who are now picking up the tab for this.
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PARISH PANTRY and LE CULINAIRE
Just feast your eyes on the photo below! The students from Le Culinaire,

Ultimo baked enough lasagne to fill 130 containers for the Parish Pantry.
A home cooked meal is something that our friends often miss out on.
Underwritten by the head of the college, Brad Bennett (on the right) and
overseen by Landen Mu, their students have baked up a storm. We
started giving them out last Thursday to much excitement from our
clients and still have plenty left for those who come to the Pantry on
Tuesdays.
We can’t thank them enough for this very generous gift that more than
100 people will benefit from.
Behind the scenes is Julie Halkidis who makes it all happen. Thank you
everyone.
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50th Wedding Anniversary Wishes...
The flowers in the church today are in thanksgiving
for the 50th Anniversary of
Frank and Denise Wagner
who got married at St Paul’s Burwood on the 24th of June,
50 years ago.
We would like to extend our heartfelt congratulations to you both as you
celebrate your 50th Wedding Anniversary! Our warmest best wishes for good
health and much happiness in the years ahead. May the Lord God shower you
both with his love and blessings on this very special milestone of your Golden
Anniversary!
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Given events in Ukraine we pray for Peace
A prayer for peace (APBA p 202)
God of the nations,
whose sovereign rule brings justice and peace, have
mercy on our broken and divided world. Shed abroad
your peace in the hearts of all and banish from them the spirit that makes for
war, that all races and peoples may learn to live as members of one family
and in obedience to your law, through your Son, Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

St Paul’s Coat of Arm
Shield — The Shield of Faith which St Paul exhorts us to carry (Ephesians 6:16)
Pallium — The shield is in three sections using the heraldic charge of a Pall or
Pallium, a symbol traditionally associated with an ecclesiastical
vestment.
The three sections represent the Holy Trinity.
“Faith, Hope, Love” — These are the three Theological Virtues taken from St Paul’s
Letter to the Corinthians (1 Corinthians 13:13):
“And now faith, hope and love abide, these three; and the greatest of these is love.”
Dove — Symbolising the Holy Spirit and Peace
Cross — The symbol of our Faith
Book and Sword — The symbols of St Paul
Colour Red — Liturgical colour for Martyrs (Paul); The Holy Spirit (Fire); and the
Blood of Christ
Colour Blue — Representing the Water of Life (Baptism) and the liturgical colour for
Mary Mother of our Lord

St Paul’s Church Archive Search
The archives at St Paul’s are very comprehensive and we are asked
regularly for baptism, wedding and funeral searches. This is very time
consuming in many cases.
We have decided to have a search fee imposed on these. It will be $150
per search and could include a copy of documents.
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READ, LEARN AND DIGEST …
No Place For Converts: Iran's Persecuted Christians
Struggle To Keep The Faith - By Michael Scollon
Ali Shahvari grew up in a traditional and religious Muslim family in Iran.
He was devoted to his country to the extent that he twice volunteered to
fight on the front lines in the devastating Iran-Iraq War. But after one of
his brothers was killed and another wounded in the 1980-88 conflict, he
turned to drugs.
Two decades later he found salvation on satellite television. After initially questioning the messages of Jesus Christ broadcast in Persian
from abroad, Shahvari eventually converted to evangelical Christianity
under a new name, Iman (Faith).
But his path resulted in multiple arrests, a year in detention, and charges of blasphemy, acting against national security, and engaging in evangelical activity with the aim of attracting others to "deviant thoughts."
That is because it is illegal for Muslims to convert in Iran, where unrecognized religious minorities are barred from assembling.
Article 18, a London-based nonprofit organization that promotes religious freedom in Iran and advocates on behalf of its religious minorities, has documented the experiences of many who, like Shahvari, were
forced to flee abroad to pursue their religious beliefs or who remain
and are persecuted in Iran.
The organization's latest annual report, produced jointly with other religious advocacy groups, reports more than 120 incidents of arrest, detention, or imprisonment of Christian converts, Iran's largest Christian
community.
The joint report says that one of the most striking trends in 2021 was the
increased involvement of Iran's powerful Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps (IRGC) in the crackdown on Persian-speaking Christians. The
IRCG was responsible for 12 of the 38 documented incidents of arrests
18

of Christians or raids on their homes or house churches in 2021.

The report covering 2020-21 also notes the Iranian authorities' increased
focus on cracking down on evangelism online, with Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei advancing a so-called "cyberarmy" to "protect"
the Islamic republic from perceived threats.
Following the Islamic Revolution in 1979, the Twelver Jafari School of
Shi'ite Islam was named as Iran's official religion under the constitution,
which also states that all Iranian laws be derived and consistent with Islamic doctrine.
Three minority religions -- Zoroastrianism, Judaism, and Christianity -are constitutionally recognized, but others are not and their followers are
barred from holding services or possessing religious materials in Persian. That includes Christian coverts, who are not considered indigenous
Christians.
"Indigenous Christians are mostly from Armenian, Assyrian, and Catholic
churches, with some belonging to the Assemblies of God denomination,"
said Kiri Kankhwende of the U.K.-based religious advocacy organization
Christian Solidarity Worldwide (CSW), which also contributed to the report. "While several converts have joined the Assemblies of God denomination, others belong to various evangelical house-church networks."
In February 2021, Iranian lawmakers amended Articles 499 and 500 of
the Penal Code, paving the way for converts to be handed sentences of
five years in prison for "engaging in propaganda that educates in a deviant way contrary to the holy religion of Islam."
CSW's Kankhwende told RFE/RL that the "situation remains bad and
alarming" for Christian converts in Iran, and that the trend of arrests "is
ongoing."
Last month alone, there was a raft of cases involving Christian converts.
Among them were the sentencing of three Christian Iranian men by the
Rasht Revolutionary Court to five-year prison terms for "propaganda
activities" related to their alleged teachings of a "deviant sect."
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Two of the three members of the non-Trinitarian Church of Iran -- Ayub
Purrezazadeh and Ahmad Sarparast -- were arrested in September in an
IRGC raid on their house church. The third, Morteza Mashoodkari, was
arrested the same month at his home.
Article 18 said that efforts by prosecutors to cast the three as
"Satan-worshippers" due to their interpretation of the Trinity appeared
to be "an obvious attempt to vilify the group and lessen public
sympathy for them."
Fariba Dalir, a 51-year-old Christian convert who was arrested in the
summer of 2021 along with six others, began serving a two-year sentence on April 16 for "acting against national security by establishing
and leading an evangelical Christian church."
Dalir was sent to Tehran's notorious Evin prison the day before Easter.
Four of the others, including her husband, were sentenced to 10 months
in prison for membership of the banned church.
Another woman, Sakineh (Mehri) Behjati, was sent the same day to
serve a two-year prison sentence at Evin prison on charges of "acting
against national security" through her involvement with a house church.
She was reportedly later allowed to transfer to another facility in the
northern city of Rasht so she could be closer to her young child.
Following the arrest of Christian convert Rahmat Rostamipur in Bandar
Anzali, a city on the Caspian Sea, on April 20 by 12 Intelligence Ministry
agents, his wife was also summoned and interrogated and materials including Bibles were taken from their home, according to RFE/RL's Radio
Farda. Rostamipour has yet to be formally charged with a crime.
And in late April, an Iranian Christian pastor who was initially
sentenced to death for "apostasy" but subsequently given a reduced
sentence for promoting "Zionist Christianity," was returned to prison
after a brief furlough following a coronavirus outbreak in his ward at
Evin prison.
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The UN's Working Group on Arbitrary Detention has criticized the
imprisonment of Yusef Nadarkhani of the Protestant Evangelical
Church of Iran. It said Nadarkhani was legitimately exercising his
religious freedoms, was discriminated against, and that he was not
granted a fair trial or due process.
CRW's Kankhwende says that Christian converts charged under the revised Penal Code have limited legal recourse. "Depending on many
circumstances, including financial resources, some are allowed to employ lawyers," she said. "But it is not always possible for the lawyers to
represent their clients properly."
There have been cases of apparent leniency. In what was seen as a positive development, the Supreme Court ruled last year that the prison
sentences of nine converts should be reviewed because their practicing of Christianity in a house church did not fit the verdict that they had
harmed national security.
And some converts were temporarily released from prison last year
over Christmas, and others, such as Pastor Nadarkhani, were granted
furloughs due to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic that has harshly
impacted Iran's overcrowded prisons.
But such incidents, according to Kankhwende, "depend largely at the
discretion of the secret police and the supreme leader and are sometimes influenced by Iran's relationships with the international community and the impression it wishes to convey."
Iran has also been widely criticized abroad for the treatment of its recognized religious minorities, including obstructions that prevent members of faiths from attending services conducted in their native Persian.
Javaid Rehman, the UN special rapporteur on human rights in Iran, in
his latest report expressed concern over the "continued repression of
religious minorities, including through the forcible closing of houses of
worship on national security grounds."
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Rehman cited cases of pressure against Sunni Muslims, members of the
Baha'i community, and the arrests of Christian converts despite the
Iranian government's statements that religious minorities were respected
and Christians, Jews, and Zoroastrians were constitutionally free to
perform their religious rites.
The U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom in 2022
redesignated Iran as a "country of particular concern," in part because it
continues to "arrest, charge, sentence, and jail scores of Christians on
charges including 'propaganda against the regime.'"

Numerous efforts have been launched in support of religious minorities
in Iran, including a statement released in May by 25 Iranian Christians
condemning Tehran's deprivation of Persian-speaking Christians' right to
work.
Others, such as the online campaign #Place2Worship, decry the hurdles
placed in the way of Iranian believers who want to attend religious
services in their own language, giving them no option but to worship in
private homes.

Until Iranian converts can practice their religion freely in their home
country, many are expected to seek sanctuary abroad.
Atena Fooladi Helabad, whose experiences were documented by Article
18 in March, told the organization that after she and fellow church
members were sentenced to one year in prison, she had no choice but to
flee.
After seven years abroad, she said, "I feel like a child separated from its
mother, having been separated from Iran."
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The obscenity of belief in an eternal hell
- By David Bentley Hart
“... if the hypothesis were offered us of a world in which ... millions
[should be] kept permanently happy on the one simple condition that a
certain lost soul on the far-off edge of things should lead a life of lonely
torture, what except a sceptical and independent sort of emotion can it
be which would make us immediately feel, even though an impulse arose
within us to clutch at the happiness so offered, how hideous a thing would
be its enjoyment when deliberately accepted as the fruit of such a bargain?” — William James
My friends’ son is now old enough to grant me permission to tell this story, but it happened more than a dozen years ago, when he was only seven
or eight. The year before, he had been diagnosed as having Asperger’s
syndrome. He was an extremely intelligent child, shy, typically gentle and
quiet, but occasionally emotionally volatile — as tends to be the case
with many children classified as “on the spectrum”. They are often intensely sensitive to, and largely defenceless against, extreme experiences: crowds, loud noises, overwhelming sensory stimulation of any kind,
but also pronounced imaginative, affective, or moral dissonances.
So it should have surprised no one when he fell into a state of panic for
three days, and then into an extended period of depression, after a Dominican homilist who was visiting his parish happened to mention the
eternity of hell in a sermon. But it did in fact surprise his parents, for they
had not realised until then that he had never before consciously absorbed the traditional Christian picture of damnation. Now that he had,
his reaction was one of despair.
All at once, he found himself imprisoned in a universe of absolute horror,
and nothing could calm him until his father succeeded in convincing him
that the priest had been repeating lies whose only purpose was to terrorise people into submission. This helped him regain his composure, but
not his willingness to attend church; if his parents so much as suggested
the possibility, he would slip into a narrow space behind the balustrade
of the staircase where they could not reach him. And soon they came to
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see the matter from his perspective. As a result, they have not gone to
mass since that time, except as non-communicating guests at a few weddings, and have long since lost any interest in doing so.
Now, to me it seems obvious — if chiefly at an intuitive level — that this
story is more than sufficient evidence of the spiritual squalor of the traditional concept of an eternal hell. After all, another description for a
“spectrum” child’s “exaggerated” emotional sensitivity might simply be
“acute moral intelligence”. As difficult as it sometimes makes the ordinary business of life, it is precisely this lack of any very resilient emotional insulation against the world’s jagged edges that makes that child incapable of the sort of complacent self-delusion that permits most of us to
reconcile ourselves serenely to beliefs that should, soberly considered,
cause us revulsion.
The etiquette of hell
Even if the received Christian view of hell were that of an exclusive preserve for only the very worst of souls — Adolf Hitler, Ian Brady and Myra
Hindley, Pol Pot — the sheer brutal banality of the idea of everlasting torment would still be morally unintelligible. As it happens, of course, the
received view throughout most of Christian history has actually been that
hell is the final destination not merely of the monsters among us, but of
all sorts of lesser miscreants: the profligate, the wanton, the unbaptised,
the unbelieving, the unelect ... the unlucky. But this hardly matters. No
matter how exclusive we imagine the criteria for membership in the society of the damned to be, nothing can make the idea morally coherent.
Choose just one soul, the most depraved you can conceive, and imagine
him or her alone subjected to truly eternal suffering, and then try also to
make yourself believe that this wretch’s unabating misery, age upon age,
is an acceptable price to pay for the existence of the world, for the great
drama of creation and redemption, and for the ultimate felicity and glory
of God’s Kingdom. If your conscience is a healthy one, you will find it impossible to do so. Or so I would have thought.
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I have to confess, however, that
since my book That All Shall Be
Saved: Heaven, Hell, and Universal
Salvation first appeared, I have discovered dimensions of religious
psychology of which I had formerly
been blithely ignorant, or at most
only obscurely conscious. This has
been, if not necessarily edifying, at
least instructive. I knew that I had
undertaken to write on a controversial subject, but I had done that in
the past, and knew already that to
attempt to rouse a true believer (in
anything) from what one sees as a
dogmatic slumber is to risk waking
a sleeping giant instead. But nothing quite prepared me for the passion and, in many instances, vehemence that this text has provoked,
at least from its detractors.
I suppose I do have to plead guilty
to a certain breach of etiquette. I
knew before setting out that there
are some fairly inflexible rules
about how one is allowed to discuss the topic of hell, and I chose to
ignore them. No one has ever written them down, of course, but everyone is tacitly expected to observe them, and anyone so tactless
as to violate them — to raise serious questions in the wrong way

about the logical and moral coherence of the concept of a state of
perpetual conscious torment
visited upon rational creatures by a
God of infinite love and justice, or
about its scriptural or historical
authenticity — risks the sort of
censure that can scour a social
calendar clean.

These rules tell us that one might
think the concept of an eternal hell
truly obscene, or that it makes existence itself seem like a cruel burden visited on us by a merciless
omnipotence, but one must never
be so indiscreet as to say so. We
must not scandalise the faithful, after all. If one feels an irresistible
impulse to raise questions here,
one must still conceal any excessive personal distaste for the received view, affect doubt about
one’s doubts, assume a deferential
attitude toward tradition, and express oneself humbly, hesitantly,
demurely, apologetically — even
contritely. This, alas, I cannot do.
Really, as far as I can see, these
rules have nothing to do with good
manners and everything to do with
uneasy consciences. I am convinced that, just below the surface
of most believers’ seemingly
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equable and settled convictions regarding the reality of an eternal hell,
there is a positively volcanic ferment of doubt and repugnance that, if
not scrupulously repressed, just might erupt into the open and reduce
their faith to ashes. Somewhere deep down, even the most convinced defender of the conventional picture realises that it is morally absurd, and
fears that this absurdity, if frankly confronted, menaces the entire structure of belief.
This is why it is, I imagine, that the understanding of eternal damnation
openly espoused in Christian culture has grown gradually but constantly
more emollient over the centuries. At one time, in very late antiquity,
Western Christians could speak with firm if dour certitude of a place of
real physical and mental agony to which the vast majority of the race
would be consigned at the end of days, and to which even babies would
be sent forever and ever if they were so thoughtless as to die unbaptised. Today only a relatively tiny if obstinate remnant of believers finds
that notion tolerable.
Already by the high Middle Ages, the roasting babies had been mercifully plucked from the flames and transferred to a “limbo of infants”
where, though forever denied the beatific vision, they would nonetheless
enjoy perfect natural contentment. And since then, even in regard to unrepentant adult souls, Christians have grown increasingly uncomfortable
with the thought that God actively wills eternal suffering, and many have
come to adopt the idea that, although hell is eternal, its doors are locked
only from the inside (to use C.S. Lewis’s imagery): the damned, that is,
freely choose their perdition, out of a hatred of divine love so intense
that they prefer endless torment; and so God, out of his fastidious regard
for the dignity of human freedom, reluctantly grants them the dereliction
they so jealously crave. Needless to say, in this view the fire and brimstone have been quietly replaced by various states of existential unrest
and resentfully guarded self-love. It all sounds quite good (unless, as I
argue in the Fourth Meditation of That All Shall Be Saved, one thinks
about it deeply). But it also demonstrates that many Christians know that
something is incorrigibly amiss in the very concept of eternal torment,
for otherwise they would not feel the need to absolve God of any direct
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responsibility for its imposition.

Anyway, it is well past time Christians abandoned the etiquette of hell. It
has never been anything more than a strategy for sparing themselves
the unpleasant task of confronting the real implications of the beliefs
they profess. The reason that this topic, more than any other in Christian
tradition, has an almost magical power to provoke ungovernable emotions, I am convinced, is that most Christians do not really believe what
they believe they believe. I suspect, in fact, that something of the redoubtable Freudian mechanism of “projection” has been at work in the
most incensed reactions to the book. Readers who feel that its argument
impeaches them for some moral deficiency are in all likelihood merely
subliminally accusing themselves and then reacting to the sting of their
own consciences by accusing the book of unjustly accusing them. They
are aware, at some level they rarely plumb within themselves, that they
have acquiesced to an irrational and wicked tenet of the creed. They
think themselves bound by faith to defend a picture of reality that could
not be true, morally or logically, in any possible world, and so naturally
they take exception to being made to do so explicitly, rather than implicitly, silently, without any close examination of its contents, or of the
degrading compromise of conscience it requires of them. I cannot help
that. I remain unrepentant as regards the book’s tone of voice.
And, let us be honest here: does not the burden of proof — and of a certain seemly reticence — fall quite on the other side of this debate? After
all, why should anyone feel the need to apologise for condemning an
idea that looks fairly monstrous from any angle, and whose principal use
down the centuries has been the psychological abuse and terrorisation
of children? Who, after all, is saying something more objectively atrocious, or more aggressively perverse? The person who claims that every
newborn infant enters the world justly under the threat of eternal torment, and that a good God imposes or permits the imposition of a state
of perpetual agony on finite, created rational beings as part of the mystery of his love or sovereignty or justice (or whatever else)? Or the person who frankly observes that such ideas are cruel and barbarous and
depraved? Which of these two should really be, if not ashamed of his or
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her words, at least hesitant, ambivalent, and even a little penitent in uttering them? And which has a better right to moral outrage at what the other
has said? And, really, do these questions not answer themselves?
A belief does not merit unconditional reverence just because it is old or
because its proponents claim a divine authority for it that they cannot
prove; neither should it be immune to being challenged in terms commensurate to the scandal it poses. And the belief that a God of infinite intellect, justice, love, and power would condemn rational beings to a state
of endless suffering, or would allow them to condemn themselves on account of their own delusion, pain, and anger, is probably worse than
merely scandalous. It may be the single most horrid notion the religious
imagination has ever entertained, and the most irrational and spiritually
corrosive picture of existence possible. And anyone who thinks such language too strong or caustic, while at the same time finding the traditional
picture of a hell unobjectionable, needs to think again. If anything, my
rhetoric in my book is probably far, far too mild.
The irrationality of hell

Which brings me back to the story with which I began. Since That All
Shall Be Saved first appeared, I have in a variety of venues stated that to
my mind its argument is irrefutable, and that anyone who remains unpersuaded by it has simply failed to understand it. Obviously an assertion
meant to provoke, and one that probably reflects a certain temperamental fatigue on my part. But I also happen to believe that it is true. I am not,
however, claiming that the book is a unique work of genius, even if I do
take a certain pride in the construction of its argument. Rather, I believe
that many of the truths it points out are fairly obvious. Indeed, I think my
friends’ child’s natural reaction to that sermon was also an irrefutable argument.
In truth, the notion of eternal torment it is so unquestionably, resplendently warped and irrational that every defence of it ever made, throughout the whole of Christian history, has been a bad one. We may deceive
ourselves that we have heard good arguments in its favour, but only because we have already made the existential decision to believe in hell’s
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eternity no matter what — or, really, because that decision was made for
us before we were old enough to think for ourselves. Even many otherwise competent philosophers have, under the impulse of faith, convinced
themselves and others of the solvency of arguments that, viewed dispassionately, scarcely rise to the level of pious gibberish. It has always all
been a mirage. If, however, one can make oneself retract that initial surrender to the abysmally ludicrous, for only a moment, one will discover
that all apologetics for the infernalist orthodoxy consist in claims that no
truly rational person should take seriously. Every one of them is an exercise in self-delusion, self-hypnosis, pacification of the conscience, stupefaction of the moral intelligence — and nothing else.
I think that all of us, with a few lamentable pathological exceptions, are
aware of the preposterousness of the idea of an eternal hell, and that
most of us have realised as much at various times in our lives, in moments
when we have inadvertently allowed our moral imaginations to slip free
from their tethers of pious dread. In those instants, the doubts come flowing in like a tidal wave. We suddenly realise that, were the dominant tradition true, all of existence would be a kind of horror story, like a tale of
guests at a party at a splendid estate enjoying themselves in perfect ease
of mind while far below, down in the deepest basement of the house,
there lies a torture-chamber filled with victims who cannot escape and
whose cries never reach the rooms overhead. But then, devout and obedient souls that we are, we regain control of our thoughts, drive those
doubts away, and try to forget as quickly as possible what our consciences are telling us (lest God overhear them and damn us forever).
Still, it is obvious. There is an argument against the coherence of the doctrine of eternal perdition that is simpler than any other and that is incontrovertibly true and that I think all of us know without realising we know
it. And, while most infernalists would dismiss it as trivial or impressionistic or sentimental, its logic is devastating for anyone willing to set his or
her heart to contemplate it. It is this: The irresoluble contradiction at the
very core of the now dominant understanding of Christian confession is
that the faith commands us to love God with all our heart, soul, and mind
and our neighbours as ourselves, while also enjoining us to believe in the
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reality of an eternal hell; we cannot possibly do both of these things at
once. I say this not just because I think it emotionally impossible fully to
love a God capable of consigning any creature to everlasting suffering
(though in fact I do think this). I say it, rather, because absolute love of
neighbour and a perfectly convinced belief in hell are antithetical to one
another in principle, and because all our language of Christian love is
rendered vacuous to the precise degree that we truly believe in eternal
perdition. Love my neighbour all I may, if I believe hell is real and also
eternal I cannot love him as myself. My conviction that there is such a
hell to which one of us might go while the other enters into the Kingdom
of God means that I must be willing to abandon him — indeed, abandon
everyone — to a fate of total misery while yet continuing to assume that,
having done so, I shall be able to enjoy perfect eternal bliss. I must already proleptically, without the least hesitation or regret, have surrendered him to endless pain. I must — must — preserve a place in my
heart, and that the deepest and most enduring part, where I have already
turned away from him with a callous self-interest so vast as to be indistinguishable from utter malevolence.

The very thought sometimes tempts one to wonder whether Friedrich
Nietzsche was right, and all of Christianity’s talk of charity and selfless
love and compassion is mostly a pusillanimous charade, dissembling a
deep and abiding vengefulness. As I say, the committed infernalist will
wave the argument off impatiently (before it has a chance to sink in). But
I think an honest interrogation of our consciences, if we allow ourselves
to risk it, tells us that this is a contradiction that cannot be conjured away
with yet another flourish of specious reasoning and bad dialectics. Can
we truly love any person (let alone love that person as ourselves) if we
are obliged, as the price and proof of our faith, to contemplate that person consigned to eternal suffering while we ourselves possess imperturbable, unclouded, unconditional, and everlasting happiness? Only a
fool would believe it. But what has become the dominant picture of
Christian faith tells us we must believe it, and must therefore become
fools. It demands that we ignore the contradiction altogether. It also
demands that we become — at a deep and enduring level — resolutely
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and complacently cruel.

A guide to reading
I have yet to see any solvent criticisms of the book’s argument; but there
have been a number of adverse reviews in which entirely different arguments, easier to counter, have been attacked in its place. I have seen the
book’s First Meditation, for instance, characterised as a specimen of theodicy — that is, an inquiry into why God permits evil things to happen —
though, in fact, it is nothing of the sort. Similarly, I have seen Meditation
Two described as an attempt to argue that the New Testament is uniformly universalist in theology, which it is not. The Third Meditation has been
presented as having something to do with the question of whether the
saved can be happy in heaven if others are damned, which is a fatuous
question and one that could not be further from my real concerns. And as
for Meditation Four, the poor thing, it has been the victim of the wildest
misconstruals of all: I have seen it described as an argument for determinism, or as some new and outlandish theory of human free will, or as
an argument to the effect that our free will must be “overwhelmed” by
God’s.
So, while I have not had to struggle with serious challenges to my views, I
have been obliged to restate them repeatedly. At times, this has been
easy enough, if not necessarily effectual. It takes little effort, for example,
to explain that the issue of Meditation Three is not whether we can be
happy in heaven in the absence of certain other persons. A heroin addict
is happy when high, after all, no matter what his circumambient conditions, and no doubt God could preserve us in an opiate ecstasy forever if
he so chose. The issue is at what price that happiness is to be purchased,
and whether we can actually be saved as the persons we are — or as persons at all — under those terms. (We cannot, incidentally.)
Again, in the case of Meditation Two, the basic issues are quite simple.
There the difficulty lies in convincing readers to relinquish their certitudes regarding what they imagine they know about the text of scripture,
as a result of long indoctrination (fortified in most cases by misleading
translations). I have, for example, repeatedly seen readers claim with
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considerable assurance that the Christ of the Synoptic Gospels spoke of
a place called “Hell” where souls suffer eternal torment through the application of unquenchable fire and the tender ministrations of an immortal worm. In fact, Christ spoke of a place called the Valley of Hinnom
(Gehenna) which lay outside Jerusalem, and which had become a
rather nebulous image in his time of God’s judgment both within and
beyond history; and he described that valley in terms borrowed from
Isaiah, as a place where corpses would be consumed by flames that were
always burning and by worms that were always devouring carrion. It is
an image of the final disposal and destruction of the dead, not of their
perpetual suffering. And, given that Jesus told his followers that in many
instances he was speaking of things that would occur within their lifetimes, it is also clear that much of that imagery applies to intra-historical
calamities, not just to some final judgment at history’s end. Then, too, Jesus used a whole host of other images of judgment as well that, read literally, are not compatible with one another, and certainly provide no simple uniform theology of the afterlife; some, in fact, clearly suggest an
eventual deliverance from “final” punishment. But, no matter the imagery
he employed, absolutely nowhere did he describe a place of eternal misery.
In general, in fact, New Testament scholars are keenly aware that neither
Jesus nor Paul advanced a picture of eternal torment like that of later
Christian teaching. Where that later language came from — appearing as
it did roughly a generation after the time of the apostles — is a matter of
some debate. The historian Dimitris Kyrtatas, for instance, attributes
much of it to the apocryphal Apocalypse of Peter. Whatever the case,
though, the critical consensus is that the New Testament contains, for the
most part, two kinds of language about the last judgment: one that seems
to portend the final destruction of the wicked at the threshold of the restored creation in the Age to Come and another that seems clearly to
promise universal salvation. The question, for those who assume that the
New Testament must be uniform in theology (and I confess I am not of
their number), is which of these two kinds of language can better explain
the other? The former, after all, if the destruction of the reprobate is un32

derstood simply as total annihilation, would seem to reduce the latter to
vacuous hyperbole. The latter, however, can conceivably explain the former in terms of a harsh purification that destroys the sinful self, but only
for the sake of the resurrection of the redeemed creature.
Anyway, while I do sometimes find the misreadings vexing (even if I fully appreciate how convenient they often are for the critics), and while I
think That All Shall Be Saved speaks for itself more than adequately, I
have nevertheless learned over the years that understanding is always a
collaboration. Both sides have to do their parts. Even the clearest of texts
has to be met at least half way by the good intentions of the reader, but
even a reader’s purest intentions can be thwarted by a text that presumes premises with which he or she is unfamiliar. And I have discovered that the parts of the book’s argument for which some readers have
proved especially unprepared are found in its First and Fourth Meditations. So, perhaps it would be prudent to provide a brief guide to each
here, for those whom it might assist.
In the case of Meditation One, for instance, which concerns the classical
metaphysics of creatio ex nihilo and eschatology, I should probably
point out that there are very old Christian teachings regarding the difference between the things that God positively wills and the things he
merely permits, as well as between what God “antecedently” decrees in
creating (his original purpose, that is) and what he “consequently” decrees in exercising his providence over a fallen world (his purpose as
qualified in respect to sin). It is also a well-established principle of
Christian thought, metaphysical and theological, that God is infinitely
good and so can never directly or positively will evil. He may perhaps
permit a natural evil (such as suffering or death) to occur, but only as
providentially leading to a greater good; he cannot will it as an ultimate
reality without thereby morally willing something evil.
The purpose of this part of the book, however, and of the exercise in
“game theory” it comprises, is to demonstrate that, considered in the
full light of the doctrine of creation, and specifically from the vantage of
eschatology, these distinctions between divine will and permission, or
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between antecedent and consequent divine decrees, or between natural
and moral evil, fall apart. After all, it is only in the final form of creation in
its fullness that what God intends in creating — and the complete calculus of what he is willing to “pay” to bring those intentions to fruition—
will be known. At that final horizon, moreover, one cannot even really
distinguish between “natural” and “moral” evils, at least not if any of
those natural evils enter into the final, accomplished pattern of creation
as God intends it. Even if God allows only for the mere possibility of an
ultimately unredeemed natural evil in creation, this means that, in the
very act of creation, he deemed this reality to be an acceptable price for
the ends he desired and thereby, morally speaking, has willed it positively. In acting freely, all the possibilities to which the agent knowingly
consents are things he or she has willed directly, as intrinsic conditions
of the end to be achieved; one cannot positively will the whole without
positively willing all the necessary parts of the whole (whether those
parts exist in fully actual form or only as real possibilities). Hence, that
final intentional horizon is of necessity a revelation, not only of the nature
of creation, but of the nature of God. For any intentional act that is not
conditional upon some prior necessity is a revelation of the moral nature
of the agent.
As for Meditation Four, its reasoning is in one sense less complicated, in
part because it is wholly negative: the point is, simply enough, that the
now popular “free will defence” of the idea of an eternal hell is based on
a logical fiction. Really, the essential claim is little more than what Christ
is reported as saying in John’s Gospel: that “everyone committing sin is a
slave to sin” (8:34), but that if you “know the truth ... the truth will make
you free” (8:32). The difficulty for many readers is that this part of the
book’s argument relies upon a classical understanding of rational freedom — one that the common inheritance of both pagan antiquity and
Christian tradition — that at one time was more or less universally
presumed, and that still has no plausible alternative, but that modern
persons rarely encounter. Most of us today presume the simple, late
modern “libertarian” model of freedom, according to which the will is
free to the degree that it can spontaneously posit purposes for itself, un34

constrained by anything prior to that pure act of volition.

But that model is nonsensical. Rational freedom — which is to say, the
kind of freedom possessed by reasoning beings, which involves intention, deliberation, and judgment — is of its nature a reflective movement
of the will, determined by what the intellect perceives as desirable in
light of a more original, more general set of “transcendental” longings —
that is, a constant, at times almost unconscious appetite for, say, goodness, or truth, or beauty. And to be perfectly free would be to possess the
ability to know with absolute clarity, undistorted by ignorance or emotional trauma, what ends would really satisfy one’s truest and deepest desires, and to enjoy an unhindered ability to realise one’s nature by choosing those ends. Of course, in this life none of us has perfect freedom. But,
to whatever degree we are free, it is because we can form judgments and
make choices; and, conversely, to the degree that we lack rational competency — that we are deprived of full understanding and sanity — we
are not free.
What, after all, makes any choice a free act? Principally, an end, a telos,
toward which it is oriented. To act freely, that is, one must be able to conceive a purpose or object and then elect either to pursue or not to pursue it. If it were not for this purposiveness — this “final causality”, to use
the classical term — the will’s operation would be nothing but a brute
event, wholly determined by its physical antecedents, and therefore
“free” only in the trivial sense of “random”, like an earthquake or a purely neural impulse. To be free, one must be able to choose this rather than
that according to a real sense of which better satisfies one’s natural longing for, say, happiness or goodness or truth or beauty. One must have
some rational index of ultimate ends that are desirable in and of themselves in order to judge lesser, more immediate ends. Hence there can
be no real “empirical” freedom except as embraced within a prior determination of the rational will towards these “transcendentals”. There must
be a “why” in any free choice, a sufficient reason for making it, a general
longing that makes each specific choice possible, as leading toward
some kind of happiness. You prove this every time you choose a salad at
lunch rather than a plate of broken glass. I desire a particular work of art,
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say, because I have a deeper and more original longing for beauty, which
that particular artwork can partially satisfy; and this ultimate horizon of
desire for beauty gives me an index for that evaluation, judgment, and
choice. We need not even posit that these transcendentals have some sort
of real existence to affirm this (though, of course, Christians are obliged
to believe in the reality of Truth and Goodness and so forth). We need only recognise that such an orientation is the necessary structure of thinking and willing, and that every finite employment of the will, to the degree that it is free, depends upon this deferral of rationales toward ends
beyond the empirical. Otherwise, the physicalists would be right: what
we take as free will would actually be nothing but a delusion generated
by what is, in reality, a sequence of purely physical consequences generated by purely physical antecedents.
My argument, therefore, is not that we cannot reject God, but only that we
cannot do so with perfect freedom. The power of choice in itself is not
true freedom of the will. In a sense, a lunatic has a far larger range of real
options than does a sane person, but only because he or she also has far
less freedom. The lunatic might choose to run into a burning building on
impulse, to see what it will feel like to die in flames; a sane man, because
he can form a rational judgment of what can and cannot satisfy his nature,
lacks so expansive a “liberty”.
Consider, for instance, the classic story “The Lady, or the Tiger?” by the
American author Frank R. Stockton. A handsome young courtier who has
had the effrontery to conduct a romance with his king’s daughter is sentenced to the arena, where he must open one of two doors (as he chooses). Behind one waits a fierce and famished tiger, ready to devour him;
behind the other, a beautiful maiden, ready to become his wife. These are
the only two fates permitted him. And he does not know which door is
which. The princess, however, who is watching from the gallery, has discovered which door leads to which fate, and discreetly signals to him to
open the one on the right. The question the story leaves hanging is
whether she has yielded to jealousy and directed her lover to his death,
or whether she has yielded to her love for him and sent him to the arms
of another woman.
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But we can simplify the tale. Let us say instead that the young courtier has
a choice between a door behind which that tiger is still crouching and
another behind which the girl of his dreams (say, the princess herself) is
waiting. First of all, which door should he want to open? If he is perfectly
sane and healthy, and barring other contingencies, the latter, obviously.
We can agree, I hope, that one of the conditions that allows him to make a
truly free decision in these circumstances is that he is not captive to some
sort of dementia that would render him incapable of judging whether it
would be better to be torn to shreds by a wild beast or to be happily
wedded to the woman he loves. But that also means that his freedom —
his liberty from delusion, that is — has already reduced the range of his
possible preferences to only one of the two outcomes. Then, however, a
more crucial question must be asked. Under which conditions can he
better make a truly free choice: either knowing or not knowing which
door is which? Obviously, the former. Otherwise, it is all a matter of
chance, and his choice is an arbitrary decision forced on him by circumstance. The more he knows, therefore, the freer he becomes; but then, at
the same time, the freer he is, the less there is to choose, and the more inevitable the choice he will make. In fact, what follows is not really a
“choice” at all, precisely because it is a purely free movement of thought
and will toward the end he most truly desires. He has been liberated from
the need to choose arbitrarily, and so has been determined toward an inevitable terminus by his own freedom.
What, then, of the claim that hell could be the ultimate free choice of a rational spiritual nature? It is meaningless. To the very degree that a rational creature might reject the one transcendent reality that can alone satisfy
its deepest needs and desires, that creature is in bondage. An injured,
damaged, and deluded person might behave in such a manner, but never
a free person. Freely, sanely, deliberatively to elect misery forever rather
than bliss would be a form of madness. To call that madness freedom, in
order to soothe our consciences and to continue to reconcile ourselves to
a picture of reality that is morally absurd, is to talk gibberish. And, too,
there is a deeper metaphysical logic here to be considered. It turns out,
on any careful consideration of the matter, that only God himself — the
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infinite and transcendent Being, Goodness, Truth, and Beauty that is the
source and end of all reality — could be the true necessary “final cause”
for any really free rational creature. So no perfectly free will can choose
any ultimate end other than God, and to the degree that a rational nature
attempts to reject God it is simply deluded.
In fact, an attempt at final rejection is the most that any such nature could
ever accomplish, since a spirit’s ever deeper and more primordial longing for God is the whole substance of its rational volition. God — unlike a
creature — could never appear to a spiritual nature as merely one option
among others, which could be rejected without intentional remainder.
God himself is the ceaseless transcendent orientation of the mind and
will, in respect of which alone any merely finite object can be rejected,
and so even in trying to reject God one would still be animated by a still
deeper longing for God. So, just as God cannot positively will evil precisely because he is infinitely free, neither can we will evil in an ultimate
sense, inasmuch as his infinite liberty is the source and end of our liberty
too. Simply said, only in him are we truly free.
David Bentley Hart is an Eastern Orthodox scholar of religion, and a
philosopher, writer, and cultural commentator. Among his most recent
books That All Shall Be Saved: Heaven, Hell, and Universal Salvation, Theological Territories, Roland in Moonlight, Tradition and Apocalypse: An
Essay on the Future of Christian Belief, You Are Gods: On Nature and Supernature, and, with Patrick Robert Hart, a children’s novel, The Mystery
of Castle MacGorilla.
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Poggo to take over from Idowu-Fearon as the
Communion’s next secretary-general -By ED THORNTON
THE Archbishop of Canterbury’s adviser on Anglican Communion affairs,
the Rt Revd Anthony Poggo, has been appointed as the next secretarygeneral of the Anglican Communion, it was announced on Tuesday.
Bishop Poggo, who is 58, will take up the post at the start of September,
and will succeed Dr Josiah Idowu-Fearon, who is due to retire at the end
of August after serving a seven-year term.
The secretary-general leads the staff team at the Anglican Communion
Office in London, which serves the four Instruments of Communion: the
Archbishop of Canterbury, the Primates’ Meeting, the Anglican Consultative Council, and the Lambeth Conference.
Before taking up his post at Lambeth Palace six years ago, Bishop Poggo
was the Bishop of Kajo-Keji in the Episcopal Church of South Sudan.
At the age of one, he moved with his family from what is now South Sudan
to Uganda to escape the first Sudanese Civil War. They returned in 1973,
when he was aged nine.
Speaking at a press conference on Tuesday, Bishop Poggo declined to
comment specifically on the UK Government’s plans to deport asylumseekers to Rwanda, which bishops have condemned, because “it will not
be appropriate for me to be commenting on matters that are very specific to Provinces”.
Speaking from his own experience as a child refugee, however, he said:
“If, in 1964, arriving at the Ugandan border, my family was to be asked to
be transported thousands of miles away, say, to Egypt, it would have been
difficult, as it would have meant that, if we were in Egypt, after nine years,
it would have been harder for us to come back to South Sudan.”
Bishop Poggo said on Tuesday that Dr Idowu-Fearon would leave “big
shoes to fill”. One of the items in Bishop Poggo’s in-tray when he starts
will be “to support the instruments of the Anglican Communion as they
implement the outcomes of the 2022 Lambeth Conference”, he said.
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Archbishop Welby announced last week that the Lambeth Conference
would not pass resolutions, but will instead make short statements known
as “Lambeth Calls”.
Bishop Poggo said: “It’s important to say that the Lambeth Conference is
not a synod — so it does not have the authority to come up with resolutions that they will then say ‘You need to, as Provinces, implement this.’”
Instead, he expected bishops to go back to their Provinces with the
“calls”, and “they will then discuss in their various structures, so that they
then begin to implement them.
“Now, that does not mean that whatever happens at the Lambeth Conference is of no value. Yes, it influences and goes down to the local level, to
the diocesan level, and the provincial level. . . My understanding is that
these are ‘calls’ the Church is being called to undertake A, B, C, D.” He
said that details of how this would happen would be communicated at a
subsequent press conference.
Asked whether he agreed with Dr Idowu-Fearon’s belief that divisions in
the Communion had become less bitter and rancorous in recent years
(News, 24 September 2021), Bishop Poggo agreed that the Communion
had “moved on”. He referred to the “huge change” in the way in which
Primates’ Meetings had happened.
The GAFCON movement, he said, was to be welcomed if it was “for fellowship”, but, if seen as an “alternative to the Communion”, it was not. A
number of Primates in the Global South took the same view, he said.
Bishop Poggo said that he would do that he could to encourage all Primates to participate in the structures of the Communion. Last week, Archbishop Welby wrote to the Primates of Nigeria, Rwanda, and Uganda, saying that they and bishops from their Provinces are still welcome at the
Lambeth Conference, despite repeated indications of a boycott (News, 10
June).
“We are a family,” Bishop Poggo said, “and, as a family, we do what we
can for members of the family who for one reason or another at the
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moment do not feel that they should be participating in aspects of the
family. . . I will use whatever it takes to ensure that we are together as a
family. Within a family there are disagreements. Disagreements should
not make us leave being part of that family.”
Bishop Poggo was ordained deacon in 1995, and priest in 1996, before
which he worked for Scripture Union, ministering to Sudanese refugees
in Uganda. He graduated from Juba University with a degree in
Management and Public Administration, and also holds an MA in Biblical Studies from the Nairobi International School of Theology, in Kenya.

Another task for Bishop Poggo will be preparations for the 18th meeting
of the Anglican Consultative Council, which is due to take place in Accra, Ghana, in February 2023.
Archbishop Welby welcomed Bishop Poggo’s appointment: “Over the
past six years, he has built up an immense knowledge of our global
Communion and its people as my adviser on Anglican Communion
affairs. And in that time many people in the Communion have got to
know Anthony, too — and I am sure that they will join with me in
welcoming his appointment.
“Anthony’s wise counsel and his heart for the gospel will be put to good
use in his new role.”
The Primate of South Sudan, the Most Revd Justin Badi-Arama, said: “We
thank God that, out of the suffering Church in South Sudan, God has
raised Bishop Anthony to this highest position. . . We encourage him to
always be guided by the scriptures as we support him in prayers.”
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INDOORS
CONCERT
BURWOOD COMMUNITY CHOIR @ ST PAUL’S
Friday 1st JULY 2022
6.00pm in the Main Hall

Conductor: Karen Carey
Accompanist: Ted Grantham

Help us celebrate a challenging half year with our wonderful
Choir members.

ENTRANCE is by DONATION

Come and enjoy a fun evening and sing along with the choir

Bubbles and nibbles to follow

Support the Community Choir and its outreach to the Parish Pantry
throughout this bitter Winter

All welcome to encourage, support, enjoy an opportunity to sing-along.
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Join us at 10am on Sunday 10th of July
For the 125th Anniversary of Dedication
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2 Kings 2.1-2, 6-14; Psalm 77.1-2 11-20;
Galatians 5.1, 13-25; Luke 9.51-62

In his letter to the Galatians, St Paul lists the
fruit of the Holy Spirit: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness,
gentleness, and self-control. He contrasts
them with the ‘works of the flesh’ – which will
lead us to lose our place as an inheritor of the kingdom of God. By working to bring the fruit of the Spirit to the forefront in our lives, we bring
ourselves closer to being numbered among the citizens of God’s kingdom. If I were to examine myself, would I find areas in my life that I
could work on to bring out more of the fruit of the Spirit?


Jesus Christ, Son of Man, help me to live a life marked by the fruit of
your Spirit, so that I may ever come closer to you.



Give thanks for the Church of Pakistan, remembering especially today their ministry in a predominantly non-Christian context.

Text: Robert McLean © Anglican Board of Mission, 2022

Quote of the week …
“Humility is truth, therefore in all sincerity, we
must be able to look up and say, I can do all
things in Him who strengthens me. By yourself
you can do nothing, have nothing but sin,
weakness and misery. All
the gifts of nature and grace you have them
from God.”
Mother Teresa
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OUTDOORS …
Unfinished Business! Save the Date!
Dear MOW friend and/or supporter,
It’s thirty years since Anglican women were first ordained as priests in
Australia.
But there are still dioceses – Sydney Diocese chief among them – that
limit or refuse to acknowledge women’s ordained ministry. The time is
ripe to challenge this stance.
The Movement for the Ordination of Women Australia is organising a
conference in Sydney from 16 to 18 September 2022 – Unfinished
Business – to recognise the struggle for Anglican women’s ordination in
Australia, celebrate the courage and service of ordained women, and
honour those who have fought for women’s ordination over many years.
The program is still being finalised, but speakers who will be addressing
the past, present and future of women’s ordained ministry include Dr Julia
Baird, Professor Eileen Baldry AO, the Rev’d Val Graydon, Ms Anne
Hywood, the Rev’d Canon Professor Dorothy Lee, the Hon Keith Mason
AC QC, the Rev’d Dr Lesley McLean, the Rev’d Dr Colleen O’Reilly AM,
the Rev’d Angela Peverell, Dr Gwenneth Roberts, the Rev’d Gloria Shipp,
and the Rev’d Elisa Helen Waterhouse CSC.
The conference will be held at Christ Church St Laurence, 812 George
Street, Sydney. Program and registration details will be posted on the
MOW website as they become available (https://mowatch.com.au/)
If you have any queries, or wish to be removed from the conference mailing list, do contact me at secretary@mowatch.com.au. And please forward this email to anyone you know who may be interested in the conference or supporting MOW.
Elaine Lindsay
National Secretary, MOW
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INTERCESSIONS – Sunday 26th June 2022
Pentecost 3 Year C
[Celebrant] Loving our
neighbours as ourselves, we
offer our thanksgiving and
prayer for the church and the
world.
Loving God, your church is a light to
the nations. We give thanks for its
witness throughout the world and for
the leaders of all denominations. In
our Anglican cycle of prayer we ask
your blessing on the Episcopal
Church of Sudan, its clergy and
people and for Justin of Canterbury,
Geoffrey our Primate, Kanishka our
Archbishop, Michael our bishop,
James our rector and all theological
colleges, students and ordinands.
Guide them through the Holy Spirit
and bless their ministry. We give
thanks for the music that enhances
our worship and the musicians who
give their time and gifts as
choristers and organists.
Grant us strength to follow the way of
the cross, which frees us to love one
another.
Lord in your mercy: Hear our Prayer.
Loving God, yours is the way of
peace, guide the paths of the leaders
of the nations into harmony and trust
so that discord and conflict will cease
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and all humanity will live in a just,
peaceful world. Shelter the people of
Ukraine under your wing and protect
them and the aid workers helping
those who have been displaced.
Grant us strength to follow the way of
the cross, which frees us to love one
another.
Lord in your mercy: Hear our Prayer.
Loving God, the diversity of animals
and plants that live in our country
enriches our lives. Bless the scientists
who work to ensure the survival of
endangered species and make us
wise stewards of our environment to
protect it for future generations.
When natural disasters strike in any
region we are reminded of our
world’s fragility. Bring speedy relief
to the communities destroyed by the
earthquake in Afghanistan and
comfort its victims. You exhort us to
love our neighbours as we love
ourselves. Guide us as we strive to
reach out to those in need in the
world and in our community, that all
our efforts may be acts of love.
Grant us strength to follow the way of
the cross, which frees us to love one
another.
Lord in your mercy: Hear our Prayer.

Loving God, the power of your love transforms the lives of those who seek you.
Bless all who are overwhelmed by poverty, anxiety, grief or mental illness and
strengthen their families and friends. Surround them with your peace and
love. We bring before you those who have asked for our prayers and others
known to us: Fr James; Joyce Bannister; Barry Brandy; John Burns; Rosemary B
and Theo B; Robyn Collins; June Cameron; Roger Davidson; Elsie Dunnam;
Vince Foster; Malcolm Green; Fr Robin Hutcheon; Enid Kell; David Morgan;
Graham Norman; Alister Palmer; Sally Palmer; Michelle Phillips; Gaye Rand;
Scott; Fran Sellers; Diane Smith; Peter Sorensen; Sylvia; Sylvia Seers, Daphne
Storey; Jean Storey and Bob Woods.
Grant us strength to follow the way of the cross, which frees us to love one
another.
Lord in your mercy: Hear our Prayer.
Loving God, you have given us the hope of life eternal. We give thanks for the
lives of Bea Hutcheon and Andrew Fisher and we remember before you our
loved ones whom we see no more and those who have theirs year’s mind at
this time: Brenda Phillips and Nancy Jones. Bring them and us through the
grave and gate of death to the feast of eternal life, where you reign for
evermore. Rest eternal grant unto them, O Lord, and let light perpetual shine
upon them.

[Celebrant] Almighty God you have promise to hear our prayers.
Grant that what we have asked in faith, we may by your grace receive,
through Jesus Christ our Lord.

The Week Ahead...
Midweek communion has now resumed. It is on every Wednesday at
10.30am.
Commemorations noted in the Lectionary this week


Monday 27th June - Cyril of Alexandria, bishop and teacher (d.444)



Tuesday 28th June - Irenaeus of Lyons, bishop and teacher (d.c.200)



Wednesday 29th June - Peter and Paul, Apostles and Martyrs



Friday 1st of July - The coming of the Light, First Missionaries to the
Torres Strait (1871)
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Phone
Post
Website
Rector
Senior Assistant Priest

9747 4327
PO Box 530, Burwood, NSW 1805
www.stpaulsburwood.org.au
Fr James Collins OAM
rector@stpaulsburwood.org.au
Fr Michael Deasey OAM

Honorary Priest

Fr Jim Pettigrew

Lay Minister

Ms Rosemary King

Director of Music
Parish Organist
Organ Scholar
Captain of the Bell Tower

Sacristan
Rector’s Warden

Mr David Russell
Michael Deasey FRSCM
Bailey Yeates
Mrs Pam Brock

Mr Brian Luhr OAM OGS
Dr Jane Carrick – 0418 399 664

People’s Wardens

Mrs Elizabeth Griffiths – 8033 3113
Mrs Pam Brock – 9747 3619

Office Secretary

Mrs Caroline Badra (9.30am –2.30pm Tues- Frid)
0ffice@stpaulsburwood.org.au
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